
Positive TimeControl Reviews Continue to
Pour in to HMS Software
Testimonial reviews and Case Studies of HMS Software’s TimeControl timesheet read like a who’s who
of industry.

MONTREAL, QUEBEC, CANADA, October 30, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- HMS Software, the

From the company’s
inception, having clients be
referenceable has been one
of the cornerstones of our
mission.”

Chris Vandersluis

publishers of the popular TimeControl timesheet system
continue to post reviews they have received from happy
clients. The HMS Software list of testimonials and case
studies reads like a who’s who of industry.

“From the company’s inception, having clients be
referenceable has been one of the cornerstones of our
mission,” says Chris Vandersluis, President of HMS
Software. “We have been fortunate to have awesome
clients and they are very generous to share their opinions

of HMS and our TimeControl timesheet system."

Testimonials and Case studies on the TimeControl website go back some 20 years with such
recognizable companies as Bombardier, Rolls Royce, Koch Industries and CGI among them.

“We have had to retire many of the testimonial letters and case studies from the website
because of their age and the relevance to today’s market,” explains Storm Leutner, HMS
Software’s Director of Operations. “It’s just impossible to keep them all online.”

The most recent addition to the remarkable list of reviews comes from R2.ca based in Quebec,
Canada and is in both French and English. In it, Marie-Lyne Vachon, the Financial Controller
explains how TimeControl has been in use at R2 for over 5 years now and is used for tracking
Research and Development tax credits.

“It is one of the only timesheet software systems that was able to be configured to our specific
needs,” explains Vachon, highlighting TimeControl’s renowned flexibility.

To read Ms. Vachon’s letter, go to TimeControl.com/why-timecontrol/testimonials/r2. To see all of
the published testimonials and case studies about TimeControl, go to Timecontrol.com/why-
timecontrol.
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